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Too, a short sound work for theatre 
 

Financial currents course the globe—the globe spins on its calculable axis. Inside the thrum: 
counterpoint of the earth’s yield and withholding, and the age-old, familiar tasks that follow. TOO 
wonders about the paradoxically hectic standstill of repetition, and the silence that swirls at the 
centre of the dream. There is a market for everything; there may be no words. 
 

Composition and sound design by Ben Byrne 
 

To:  directed.  
Two:  repeated; redundant.  
TOO:  multiple, excessive, and outside. 

 
Ben has just completed his doctorate, Murmur. An academic, musician, and artist, Ben regularly 
performs live, both solo and in various groupings, using a variety of electronics, and has released 
a number of recordings, most recently the solo cassette Breach. He makes installations, the latest 
of which, Tumult, was presented at Sydney’s Firstdraft Gallery. 
 

Performed by Carolyn Connors 
 

To:  Dr Who, Wittgenstein, Jung, Nigella, Ophelia.  
Two:  a fixed quantity.  
TOO:  more, more, MORE than that.  

 
Carolyn is a vocalist and pianist whose ongoing project is the exploration of the extreme 
possibilities of the voice and its environments. At La Mama projects have included Material Mouth 
(awarded Best Female Performer of the Melbourne Fringe Festival in 2006); David Tolley’s RRaPP 
in 2011, and performances as part of the annual Poetica and Musica series. Carolyn’s next 
performance will be on Friday 23 November at Conduit Arts in Fitzroy. 
 

Written by Cynthia Troup 
 

To:  the infinitive. 
Two:  a throw of two in dice.  
TOO:  acceptance. 

 
Cynthia’s writing for performance is often concerned with the inherent musicality of the sounds of 
ordinary life—including speech—and with the allusive richness of fragments, magnification, 
repetition. This richness can so quickly expose the fragility of conventional meanings. Cynthia’s 
texts have been performed in concert, installation and theatre settings. Previous work at La Mama 
includes the premiere season of Care Instructions (La Mama Courthouse in 2008), after the script 
was developed as part of Explorations 2007. www.cynthiatroup.com 
 
 
THANKYOU Liz Jones, Pippa Bainbridge, the Explorations team, ALL at La Mama, and—
Chamber Made Opera, Danielle Von der Borch, David Young, Raphael Trioli, Maggie Troup, 
Sudayā. 
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Our sincerest thanks to the many volunteers who generously give their time in support of La Mama.

La Mama’s Committee of Management, staff and its wider theatrical  community acknowledge that our 
theatre is on traditional Wurundjeri land.


